SENSATIONAL
SENSES

Can you find an animal that:
1. Has eyes to see in the dark________________________________________
2. Uses whiskers to feel objects close to its face__________________________
3. Can turn its ears to hear sounds better_______________________________
4. Has eyes on the front of its head____________________________________
5. Has a tongue that can smell_______________________________________
6. Has very small eyes______________________________________________
7. Has a big nose_________________________________________________
8. Has eyes on the top of its head____________________________________
9. Has a strong odor that you can smell________________________________
10. Has large ears_________________________________________________
11. Has large eyes_________________________________________________
12. Has no visible ears______________________________________________
13. Can taste with its feet____________________________________________
14. Has eyes on the sides of its head___________________________________
Describe how one animal you saw was using its senses.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
How did YOU use your senses while completing this scavenger hunt?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
(Science TEKS: First 10A, Second 10A, Third 10A, Fourth 10A, Fifth 10A)
(Health TEKS: Kdg. 4A&B, First 4A&B)

SENSATIONAL
SENSES
(ANSWERS)
Can you find an animal that:
1. Well adapted to see in the dark Owl, cat species, fox
2. Uses whiskers to feel objects close to its face All cat species, otter, fox, catfish, hyrax, meerkat
3. Can turn its ears to hear sounds better Cat species, elephant, giraffe, rhino, hoof stock, fox
4. Has eyes on the front of its head Cat species, fox, coati, otter, birds of prey, bear, meerkat, primates,
alligator

5. Has a tongue that can smell Snake
6. Has very small eyes compared to body size Invertebrates, rhino, elephant
7. Has a big nose Elephant, anteater, coati, rhino, alligator, gar
8. Has eyes on the top of its head Alligator, frog
9. Has a strong odor that you can smell Fox
10. Has large ears compared to body size Elephant, giraffe, rhino, kudu, zebra
11. Has large eyes compared to body size Owl,
12. Has no visible ears Bird species, snake
13. Can taste with its feet Butterfly
14. Has eyes on the sides of its head Hoof stock, birds (minus birds of prey), hyrax, lizards, snakes,
anteater, rhino, elephant, giraffe

Describe how one animal you saw was using its senses.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
How did YOU use your senses while completing this scavenger hunt?
________________________________________________________________
(Science TEKS: First 10A, Second 10A, Third 10A, Fourth 10A, Fifth 10A)
(Health TEKS: Kdg. 4A&B, First 4A&B)

